
Kiss That Girl Goodbye
Compte: 32 Mur: 4 Niveau: High Beginner

Chorégraphe: April Barker - February 2019
Musique: Kiss That Girl Goodbye - Aaron Watson

INTRO- 16 COUNTS - Start with lyrics, approx. :10 in

SECTION 1- Side steps, heel twists/boot slaps
1,2 Step side with R, bring L to R, closing feet
3&4 With weight on balls of feet, twist heels of both feet RLR, swinging L behind R leg and

slapping boot with R hand on count 4
5,6 Step side L, bring R to L, closing feet
7&8 With weight on balls of feet, twist heels of both feet LRL, swinging R behind L leg and

slapping boot with L hand on count 4

SECTION 2- Shuffle step/rock steps
1&2 Shuffle to the R, RLR
3,4 Rock back on L, crossing L slightly behind R, then replace weight on R
5&6 Shuffle to the L, LRL
7,8 Rock back on R, crossing R slightly behind L while turning ¼ to the right/clockwise, then

replace weight on L facing a new wall

SECTION 3- Heel kicks/toe taps
1&2 Kick R heel forward into the ground, quickly replace weight on R, cross L behind R leg and

tap L toe to the ground, then quickly replace the weight on L
3&4 Repeat 1&2
5,6 Step forward on R, then pivot to turn halfway around counter clockwise, ending with weight

back on L
7&8 Kick ball change with the R, ending with weight back on L

SECTION 4- Shuffles/kicks/stomps
1&2 Shuffle forward and slightly diagonally R, RLR
3&4 Shuffle forward and slightly diagonally L, LRL
5,6 Kick R heel forward into the ground, then replace weight, kick L heel forward into the ground,

replace weight
7,8 Stomp R down into ground twice

RESTART: WALL 9, COUNT 28.
Do all but the last 4 counts of the choreography before starting from the top, approx. 2:35 into the song
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